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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES ~1ISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investi~ati?n on the Commission's ) 
own mot10n lnto the operations ) 
of Heartline Cowmunications, Inc. ) 
and whether the entity, hy itself or ) 
through practices including ) 
arrangements with certificated long ) 
distance carriers, conducted ) 
intrastate utility operations without ) 
holding a certificate from this ) 
Commission, and whether it switched ) 
any customers to its service without ) 
their permission. ) 
-------------------------------------) 

F I LED 
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 

APRIL 10, 1996 
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE 

1.96-04-024 

ORDER INSTITUTING INVESTIGATION 
INTO THE OPERATIONS OF HEARTLINE COMMuNICATIONS, INC. 

Heartiine Communications, Inc. (Heattline) is a Texas 
corporation with its principal place of business in HOUston, 
Texas. On September 19, 1994, Heartline filed Application (A.) 
94-09-025 seeking authority to provide resale interexchange 
telecommunications services within California. Heartline 
requested to withdraw A.94-09-025 on January 11~ 1996. Heartline 
has not received a certificate of public convenience and 
necessity (CPCN) to provide intrastate telecommunications service 
within California. 

Total National Telecommunications, Inc. (TNT) is also a 
Texas corporation with its principal place of business also in 
Houston, TeXas. TNT does business under the name Total World 
Telecom (TWT). TNT filed Application 95-06-013 on June 7, 1995 

seeking a CPCN to provide inter and intraLATA service within 
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~ California. 1 The Commission granted TNT a CPCN in decision 95-
09-112 on September 27, 1995. 

~ 

We have strong reason to believe that Heartline and TNT 
are now the same company or under common control, although we do 
not know when this apparent merger or acquisition occurred. 2 

In this Order Instituting Investigation (011) we assume that 
Heartline and TNT are presently a single entity with common 
control that mayor may not be operating under both names. If, 
however, Heartline and TNT are ultimately determined not to be 
the same entity or under common control, Heartline, TNT and their 
affiliates providing interexchange telephone service are each 
named as separate respondents of this 011. 3 _ ~ 

The Safety and Enforcement Division's Special 
Investigations Unit (Staff) has investigated consumer complaints 
and other information indicating that Heartline/TNT has violated 
regulations governing how telephone customers are ~witched from 
one interexchange carrier to another. Staff's initial 
investigation also revealed that although Heartline/TNT did not 
have authority to provide intrastate service, it apparently 
provided such service without Commission certification through a 
device or scheme that the Staff has yet to decipher fully. These 
unlawful business practices alleged by the Staff, if 
substantiated at hearings, call into question the fitness of 
Heartline/TNT to operate in California. 

1. TNT's Application 95-06-013 contained no reference to 
Heartline. 

2. TNT has not filed either an advice letter or application 
seeking approval of a purc~ase of Heartline. 

3. Because Staff does not know the date that this apparent 
merger/acquisition took place, this 011 at times makes reference 
to Heartline and TNT individually. However, any individual 
reference in the 011 is also a reference to the joint entity if a 
merger/acquisition resulting in common control occurred. 
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The Staff has prepared declarations to support the 
issuance of the freeze of carrier-initiated primary interexchange 
carrier changes ordered in this 011. A copy of the 011 and the 
declarations will be personally served on the designated agent 
for service of process for Heartline Communications·, Inc., and 
Total National Telecommunicationst The Prentice-Hall Corporation 
System, Inc., 1455 Response Road, Suite 250, Sacramento, 
California. A copy of the 011 and supporting declarations will 
also be personally served on Heartline/TNT's counsel of record, 
Goodin, MacBride, Squeri, Schlotz & Ritchie, 505 Sansome street, 
Suite 900, San Francisco, California. 

I. STAFF ALLEGATIONS 

The Staff sets forth the following facts and 
allegations: 

The Safety and Enforcement Division's Special 
Investigations Unit hegan a preliminary investigation of 
Heartlihe in conjunction with the Commission's review of 
Heartline's A.94-09-025 for intrastate operating authority, 
Staff's review of consumer complaints found that consumers were 
alleging that Heartline had switched consumers' long distance 
service provider (also referred to as'primary interexchange 
carrier or PIC) without the consumers' authorization, a practice 
commonly referred to as slamming. Staff's investigation further 
revealed that although Heartline did not have authority to 
provide intrastate service, it appeared to be providing such 
service without Commission certification through a device or 
scheme that the Staff has yet to decipher fully. 

During Staff's investigation, it noticed that consumer 
complaints often contained allegations that Heartline and TNT 
were the same company. Staff reports that an investigation of 
TNT's operations showed that since TNT began operating under the 
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4It authority granted in D.95-09-112, TNT has apparently engaged in 
an alarming rate of slamming Of California consumers.· 

4It 

• 

Staff attempted to determine the relationship between 
Iteartline and TNT by sending Heartline a data request. However, 
when Heartline asked to withdraw A.94-09-02S it also refused to 
respond to Staff's data request. Staff reports it subsequently 
made a request to Heartline's counsel to respond still to Staff's 
data request. However, Heartline's counsel responded that 
"Heartline is not subject to the Co~~ission's jurisdiction- and 
Heartline did not provide the requested information. 

Staff reports in its declaration that it was eventually 
able to establish that Heartline and TNT are a single entity 
apparently under common control as of January 2, 1996 by 

obtaining a copy of TNT's Billing and Collections Service 
Application s~bmitted to pacific Bell (Pacific). The information 
contained in this application shows that TNT, dba TNT, operates 
under carrier identification codes (CICs) 009 and 612 and Access 
'CUstomer Name Abbreviations (ACNA) "HER- and "CGR·. CIC 009 and 
ACNA ·HER" are assigned to Heartline. CIC 612 and ACNA nCGRA 

were initially assigned to Continental Telecommunications Group 
(Continental) but, according to a representative of the North 
American Numbering Plan Administrator group of Bellcore, were 
acquired by TNT/TWT through a merger/acquisition in September of 
1995. Staff further repOrts that TNT's application states that 
it has conducted business under the name Heartline 
Communications, and the contact person named in the hilling 
application is an officer of Heartline as presented in 

4. Staff repOrts that the commission has no record of when TNT 
began operations as required by ordering paragraph 6 of D.95-09-
112. However, Staff believes that TNT began operations in 
NoVember or December of 1995 based on data received from Pacific 
and GTEC . 
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~ Heartline's A.94-09-025. 5 

~ 

~ 

Staff, however, has not been able to establish when the 
apparent merger/acquisition of Heartline by TNT took place. 

A. HeartlineLTNT Is Slamming California 
Consumers 

Staff reports that although Heartline was hot 
authorized to provide intrastate service,the Commission's 
Consumer Affairs Branch (CAB) received over 25 consumer 
complaints during 1995 from California consumers alleging that 
Heartiine switched the consumers' long distance service provider 
without the consumers' authorization. Consumer complaints often 
indicated that there was sOme type of relationship between 
Heartline and TNT. Staff states in its declaration. that when it 
learned of this app~rent connection; it began investigating TNT. 
Staff discovered that both GTE california (GTEC) and Pacific 
repOrt that starting in December of 1995 they began receiving a 
large number of piC disputes for TNT as compared to other 
carriers. 6 

During a four month reporting period beginning in mid
November of 1995, Pacific reports that it received 10,561 
disputes alleging that TNT had switched consumers' primary 
interexchange carrier without the consumers' authorization. 
Pacific's reports show that TNT's PIC dispute ratio, which is 

5. The contact, Ron Darnell, was listed as Heartline's Vice. 
President of Marketing in Heartline's supplement to A.94-09-025 
provided in response to a ~equest from the Administrative Law 
Judge assigned to the proceeding. Mr. Darnell was not listed as 
an officer of TNT in TNT's A. 95.-06-013. 

6. Both GTEC and Pacific initially reported to the Staff that 
Continental Telecommunications Group was the carrier with the 
large number of PIC disputes operating under the crc 612. 
However, as previously discussed, ~taff reports that TNT acquired 
Continental and its elc and ACNA in September of 1995. 
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~ calculated by dividing the number of customer PIC disputes by the 
number of a carrier-initiated PIC changes, was 25.51 percent for 
this same four month period and one n~nth was as high as 30 
percent. Staff i.·ei>orts that TNT's PIC dispute ratio is over 600 
percent greater than the 1995 industry average PIC dispute ratio. 

~ 

~ 

Staff also informs us that Pacific's reports show that 
20,276 or approximately sO percent of the 41,397 PIC changes TNT 
has initiated since it began operations were made to customers 
who had indicated to Pacific that their language preference is 
spanish. Slaff further-repOrts that 57 percent or 5,968 of the 
total 10,561 PIC disputes were made by consumers with a Spanish -
language preference. This results-in a- 29.43 percent PIC dispute 
ratio for customers with a Spanish language preference. 

GTEC similarly reports a large number of PIC disputes 
for TNT as compared to other carriers. GTEC reports first 
receiving PIC disputes for TNT in December Of,199S, receiving 266 
such disputes. In January of 1996, 'GTEC received 446 -PIC 
disputes for TNT, making TNT the second highest recipient of PIC 
disputes that month. in February of 1996, GTEC reports receiving 
280 PIC disputes against TNT, more than GTEC received for any 
other carrier. 

Staff's review t.hus fa:t~ of consumer complaints alleging 
slamming by Heartline/TNT indicates that consumers usually first 
realize that their long distance service provider has been 
changed when they receive their monthly telephone bill from their 
local exchange carrier (LEe). In this case, consumers may 
initially believe that they were slammed by Allnet Communications 
Services (Allnet) or wilTel Network services (WilTel), two 
underlying carriers that directly or indirectly resell their 
service to Heartline, because the underlying carrier's name 
appears on the consumers' telephone bills with any fee charged 
for the PIC change. Consumers may also initially believe that 
they were slammed by Texas Amtel or Telecare because consumer 
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~ bills often show calls billed on behalf of-these carriers. 7 

However, as the consumers -investigate the switch, they eventually 
discover that Heartline is the entity that sUbmitted the PIC 

~ 

~ 

-, 
change to the underlying carrier to change the consumers' PIC to 
Heartiine. 8 

Once the consumer determines that Heartline is the 
company that switched the consumer's PIC, the c6nsumerwill 
contact Heartlin~.~ When the corisum~r reaches A Heartline 
representative, the consumer is informed that Heartl~ne has a 
written and signed lefter of authorization (LOA) for the switch 
and that the consumer will need to-prove that he or she did not 
sign the LOA. If the consumer requests a. copy of the-LOA, the 
consumer is provided with a-copy of a raffle or sweepstake entry 
form that the consumer may have re<:ently filled out to win a free 

_ trip or prize .10 Consumer c6mplaints· consistently s:tate that 
the consumers were not aware that by filling out the contest 

7. Heartline's relationship with these carriers will be 
discussed later in·this document. 

S. Staff reports that the process a cortsumer must go through to 
determ~ne that _l,Ieart~irte ls- t:-h~~r PIG can be qUite lnv9lVed. 
Consumers may f1rstcontact the1r LECwho may refer them to 
Allnet or Wil Tel, the underlying carrier -that- submitted the PIC 
change to the LEe. if th~:consumei. contacts Allnet, the consumer 
may be referred to Heartline. - If:the consumer contactsWilTel, 
WilTel may refer the consumer to ~est communications (Qwest), a 
Wil Tel reseliet- that l.·esells service -to Heartlirte. When the 
cOnsumer contacts Qwest, the Qwest representative may refer the 
consum~r to Heartline. 

9. Staff reports that c6IDplairtts often state that consUmers 
had a difficult time teaching'a Heartline representative because 
they were placed on hold for extensive periods of time. 

10. Heartlihe contt'~cts with Millennium Telecom, Tropic Tel. and 
possibly other marketing agents to market Heartline's long 
distance service. These a~e~ts Use swe~pstakes and raffles to 
solicit customers f01- iteartline. 

7 
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4It entry form they were authorizing a change to their primary 16ng 
distance service provider. 

4It 

4It 

When the consumers receive copies of the LOA/contest 
entry form they find that the form contains disclosure language 
purporting to authorize a PIC change and contains a signature. A 
typical disclosure statement will read: 

I understand that I a~ tinde~ no obligation to 
continue this agreement, and may canc~l at 
any time. I am oVer 18 yrs. old &: I am the 
person responsible for my phone listed above. 
I hereby authorize TropicTel to act as my 
agent for long distance conversion on mr 
phone listed abOve. I may designate on y one 
carrier at a time, and I agree that . 
TropicTel,.?<t it's (si6) sole discretion, may 
designate Heartlirte communications 01' another 
as my primary Long'Di~tance provider. I 
understand that I will be billed ~hrough my 
local·· telephone company by Heartline 
C6mmunications.Should~Y local phone 
company ~sse~s a charge f6r my conversion, 
TropicTel will pay me back if I send a copy 
to P.O. box 240729, Honolulu, HI 96824. 

Staff notes that it has seen a variety of disclosure statements 
on copies of contest forms Heartline's agents use to solicit 
customers and which Heartline alleges auth6rizes it to switch the 
consumers' PIC. 11 . 

. Consumer complaints, however, typically allege that the 
PIC change authorization language and the signature line did not 
appear on the contest form the consumer filled out. FUthermore, 
Staff reports that some consumers also allege that the signature 

11 •. For example, Staff reviewed LOAs that authorize TropicTel to 
designate Winstar Gateway, Heartline or another carrier as the 
consumers' PIC; that authorize Millennium Telecom todesignate 
WilTel as tpe consumers' PIC; that authorizeTWC to designate 
communications Gateway Network, US Tel, or another carrier as the 
Consumers' PIC; and that authorize Texas Amtel to be the 
consumers' PIC. 
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4It that appears on the form is not their signature or, that while 
the signature is their's, the consumers did not sign the contest 
form. Staff has also reviewed complaints by consumers whose 
relatives or minor children had filled out the contest form. 

4It 

4It 

Staff alleges that this marketing method and these 
disclosure statements violate public Utilities Code (P.U. Code) 
Section 2869.5, California's anti-slamming legislation. 

B. Heartline Is Providhtg Intrastate Service 
Without commission Authorization' 

As Staff began to investigate these slamming 
complaints, it reports that it discovered an integrated operation 
whereby it appears that Heartline is providing intrastate service 
to California consumers. Staff informs u~ that it has not been 
able to firmly establish the exact arrangement Heartline has made 
to provide service within California because it has been unable 
to obtain the necessary information from Heartline. 12 The Staff 
has determined the following: 

california cOnsumers can designate only one carrier to 
be their primary intere~change carrier for all long distance 
calling and do not presently have the ability to have different 
presubscribed carriers for intrastate and interstate service 
(often referred to as dual PICs).13 However, a review of the 
bills of consumers who alleged to have been slammed by Heartline 

12. Staff attempted to determine details of Heartline's 
operations by sending the company a data request. The Company 
requested and received from the Staff a three week extension of 
time to answer the data request. On the day before the data 
request was due, Heartline asked to withdraw A.94-0~-025 and. 
refused to respond to Staff's request to provide the requested 
information. 

13. Consumers can useinterexchange carriers other than their 
PIC but must dial the carriers' lOXXX access number before 
placing the call. 

9 
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~ show that some consumers have dual company billings on their 
bills. Consumer bills may show the billing agent, U.S. Billing 
Inc. (USBI), billing consumers on behalf of Heartline for 
interstate and international service and on behalf of Texas Amtel 

• 

~ 

or Telecare for intrastate service. 
that Heartline is their PIC may also 
intra and interstate calls billed by 

Amtel or Telecare. 

Consumers who have been told 
have bills that show both 
USBI on behalf of Texas 

Staff has learned that Heartline had contracts with 
Texas Amtel and Telecare, carriers certified by this Commission 
to provide intrastate service, to market their service~14 
Although consumers are told that Heartline is the consumers' PIC 
and Heal-tline is the entity that is submitting the PIC change 
requests, Texas Amtel and Telecare informed the Staff that they 
are these consumers' PIC and if Heartline's name is appearing on 
consumers' bills the name appears in error. 

While Texas Amtel and Telecare may claim that they are 
these consumers' PIC, -~taff questions this allegation. Staff's 
preliminary conclusion fl."om the limited data it has been able to 
gather is that consumers are merely receiving ·phantom" hilling 
from Telecare and Texas Amtel but are receiving long distance 
service from Heartline. The conclusion is based on the 
following: (1) A consumer can have only one PIC; (2) the 
underlying carriers, Allnet and WilTel, and the billing agent, 
USBI, inform consumers that Heartline is the consumers' PIC; (3) 
Heartline tells the consumers that Heartline is the consumers' 
PIC; (4) the majority of the LOA'S do not specifically 
"authorize" Texas Amtel or Telecare to be the consumers' PIC but 
many of the LOAs do "authorize" Heartline to be the consumers' 

14. Both of these carriers have informed the Staff that they 
have terminated their contracts with Heartline; however, Staff 
reports that recent consumer complaints show billings continuing 
under Texas Amtel's name. 

10 
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~ PIC,lS (5) the rates appearing on the consumers' bills for 

~ 

• 

calls hilled on behalf of Texas Amtel and Telecare do not match 
these carriers' intrastate tariff rates; and (6) Texas Amtel 
infol-med the Staff that it does Ilot receive the revenues from the 
intrastate calls billed on its behalf but merely receives a 
monthly fee from Heartline. 

If Staff's conclusion is correct, Heartline 'would be 
providing intrastate service within california without Commission 
authorization in violation of P.U. Code section 1001. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Staff's declarations and the allegations and facts they 
set forth greatly concern us. If these allegations are true, 
Heartline/TNT is slamming California consumers at an alarming 
rate in violation of P.U. COde Section 2889.5 and has provided 
intrastate service without authorization in violation of P.U. 

Code Section 1001. 
P.U. Code section 2889.5 requires telephone 

corporations to thoroughly inform the subscriber of the nature 
and the extent of the service being offered and specifically 
establish whether the subscriber intends to make any change to 
the subscriber's telephone service pYovider. P.U. code Section 
2889.5 requires carriers that are soliciting subscribers in 
person to obtain the subscriber's signature on a document which 
fully explains the nature and extent of the action and furnish 
the subscriber with a copy of the signed document. If the 

15. Although the nLOA" may authorize the agent to designate 
another carrier as the consumers' PIC, P.U. Code section 2889.5 
requires that the subscriber be thoroughly informed about the 
service being offered. Staff does not believe that the 
subscriber can be thoroughly informed of the service being 
offered when the subscriber does not even know who the service 
provider will be . 

11 
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• carrier is soliciting subsct-ibers by methods other than in 
person, the carrier must verify the change request and send the 
subscriber an information package seeking confirmation. 

• 

• 

We are concerned that the contest forms allegedly used 
by Heartline/TNT to obtain its customers do not comply with P.U. 
code Section 2889.5 requirements. The disclosure language does 
not appear to provide a subscriber with enough inform~tion to 
make an informed decision to change their service provider. 
According to the LOA, a customer could apparently he switched to 
a carrier of the agent's choice without the subscriber ever 
knowing anything about a carrier's rates and charges. We are 
further concerned abOut allegations that the contest forms did 
not contain any language authorizing a PIC switch, allegations 
that the forms did'not require the subscribers' signatures, 
allegations that consumers' signatures were forged, and 
allegations that Heartlir'le/TNT processed PIC changes when 
individuals other than the subscriber filled out the contest 
entry forms. Furthermore, we see no attempt by Heartline/TNT to 
verify any of the change order requests. 

TNT has only been certified by .this commission to 
provide intrastate service since September 27, 1995. Since that 
time, Pacific Bell has received over 10,000 PIC disputes from 
california consumers alleging that TNT switched the consumers' 
PIC without the consumers' authorization. We are further 
concerned becau~e TNT appears to be targeting minority consumers. 
As w.e have previously stated, the Commission has a responsibility 
to ensUre that the public is protected from unscrupulous 
practices of telephone service providers. and its responsibility 
is particularly acute where the carrier is targeting consumers, 
who may not be knowledgeable with the competitive 
telecommunications marketplace, with aggressive or allegedly 
duplicitous marketing tactics. (D.95~12-019, at p. 11.) 

The allegations of slamming by Heartline are 
exacerbated by the fact that Heartline was not authorized to 

12 
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~ provide intrastate service within california. 16 P.U. Code 
Section 1001 requires carriers to obtain certification frum this 
Commission prior to providing service within the state. It 
appears that Heartline was relying on contractual relationships 
with certified carriers to provide intrastate service to 
consumers that have been switched to Heartline. While on paper 
it may appear that Heartline was an intermediary alleging to 

~ 

~ 

.provide marketing for certified carriers, in practice, it appears 
that Heartllne was very possibly the consumers' PIC providing 
consumers intrastate service in violation of the Public Utilities 
Code. 

If, in fact, Heartline and TNT are under common 
control, operating under one or both names, we are disturbed by 
the apparent misrepresentations Heartline/TNT has made to the 
Staff and to this Commission. Staff alleges that Heartline's 
counsel refused to respond to Staff's data requests which 
inquired into any affiliation with TNT. In a l~tter to Staff, 
Heartline's counsel stated that because Heartline withdrew its 
application BHeartline is not subject to the'Commission's 
jurisdiction. II If Heartiine and TNT \Olere under common control at 
the ~ime Heartline provided Staff this response, Heartline would 
be subject to this corrmission's jurisdiction. FurthermOre, if 
Heartline and TNT were a combined entity at the time TNT filed 
its application for operating authority, it had an obligation to 
notify this Commission of its relationship with Heartline and 
Heartline's pending application. No such notification was 
received, and the Commission was not aware of " any relationship 
between TNT and Heartline at the time we granted TNT operating 

16. Heartline/TNT may claim, if they have merged, that Heartline 
had operating authority as of the date we issued D.95-09-112 
granting TNT a CPNC for intrastate operating authority. However, 
we note that St~lf ~epor~s it has consumer complaints indicating 
Heartline was providing 1ntrastate operations prior to the data 
of this decision. 

13 
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• authority. we want Staff to thoroughly investigate·and report on 
whether it believes this amounted to a violation of Rule 1 of the 
California Public Utilities Corr~ission's Rules of Practice and 
procedure. Ful-thermol.'e, because it ~as been difficult to 
identify the entities connected with Heartline, the following 
order allows this proceeding to address the practices and conduct 
of Heartline/TNT's affiliates whose identity we may not yet have 
identified today. 

• 

• 

We will not tolerate deception, nor will we tolerate 
name gantes to tl~wart Commission review or to obtain opel"ating 
authority. Moreover, the Commission has an important interest in 
protecting the public from unauthorized long distance service 
switches as well as protecting the competitive market for long 
distance service from unfair competition. Given the aggravated 
nature and level of the violations alleged in the Staff's 

. -
declarations and given that TNT has allegedly engaged in these 
activities since we authorized them to provide intrastate 
service, we believe there is a substantial likelihood that harm 
to the public will continue and that there is probable cause to 
act. We find that the protection of the public requires the 
following steps pending a further order in this matter. 

First, respondent(s) will submit no additional PIC 
changes to local exchange carriers in california. By this we 
prohibit respondent(s) or any of its agents from transmitting, in 
writing or electronically, to a local exchange carrier a request 
to change a subscriber's presubscribed or primary interexchange 
carrier. Respondent(s) may still market to consumers and 
consumers who want to switch their PIC to respondenl{s) can 
still, oil their o'l"1n 'volition and by their individual affirmative 
action, submit such change requests directly to their local 
exchange carrier. Second, respondent(s) cannot sell or transfer 
any of its customers. A hearing is set for April 23, 1996 at 
9:00 A.M. at 50S Van Ness Avenue, in San Francisco, to address 
continuing these conditions while Staff completes its 
investigation • 

14 
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4It To expedite this proceeding and to assist Staff in 

• 

• 

completing all facets of its investigation, we direct 
respondent (s) and sevel"al Commission cel"tified carriers to 
provide the Safety and Enforcement Division with information·as 
ord€n"ed in ordering paragraphs 2, 7 and 8. 

We, therefore, issue this 011 and find that because of 
the apparent extremely high level of slamming and i."esulting hal:.-m 
to thousands of consumers, it is necessary to order a freeze of 
respondent-initiated primary intere~change carrier changes. 

Good cause appearing, therefore, 
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. An investigation on the Commission's own motion is 
hereby instituted into the operations of respondent(s), Heartline 
Communications, Inc., Total .National Telecommunications (dba 
Total World Telecom, Inc.), any. affiliated companies engaged in 
providing interexchange telecommunications service, and any 
successor of interest since 1994, to determine whether: 

a) respondent(s) violated P.U. Code section 
1001 by conducting intrastate utility 
operations without holding a certificate 
from this commission; 

b) respondent(s) violated P.U. Code 
Section 2889.5 by switching subscribers' 
long distance service provider without 
the subscribers' authorization; 

c) respondent(s) should be ordered to cease 
and desist from any unlawful operations 
and practices; 

d) respondent(s) should pay any applicable 
user fees, restitution, and/or penalty 
pursuant to P.U. Code Sections 2107 and 
2108; and 

e) in addition to fines for any violations 
of Section 2889.5 or other order, 
decision, rule, direction, or requirement 
of the the commission which may be levied 
under Public Utilities code Section 2107 
or any other provision of law, 
respondent(s) is/are unfit to conduct 
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utility service and should have i~s 
certif1cate suspended or revoked. 

2. To facilitate this investigation, and consistent with 
the provisions of Section 314 of the Public Utilities Code, 
respondent(s} is/are to provide the information identified below 
to Safety and Enforcement Investigator Mark Clairmont. The 
following information shall be provided within 10 days of the 
date this order is personally served on the respondent(s}~ 

a) a list of all names under which 
respondent(s) does business now and which 
it has used during the past 18 months; 

b) a list of the names, titles and business 
addresses of all current officers, 
directors, and owners of respondent(s), 
and any others serving in those 
capacities over the past 12 months, the 
dates on which they were 
elected/appointed and their terms of 
office; 

c) a list of all affiliates and subsidiaries 
of respondent(s) and the names, titles, 
and business addresses of all officers, 
directors, and owners of mOre than a 
5 percent interest in these entities; and 

d) the date Heartline and TNT began having 
common control or ownership and copies of 
all merger or acquisition agreements. 

The following information shall be provided within 30 days 
of the date this order is personally served on the respondent(s): 

e) answers to Staff's December 8, 1995 and 
December 20, 1995 data requests 
(attached) ; 

f) provide a full accounting, by customer 
and month, of all revenues received from 
billings made to all California consumers 
switched to respondent(s) from January of 
1994 to the present; 

g) copies of all regulatory agency, District 
Attorney, and Attorney General actions 

16 
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h) 

i) 

(e.g. orders, OIls, complaints, etc.) 
taken against respondent(s); 

copies of all civil suit complaints filed 
against respondent(s) or any officer and 
dh,'ector regal'ding alleged slamrning or 
marketing practices; and . 

a current organization chart of the 
operations of the respondent(s) with 
detail to the division and department 
level. 

3. Respondent (s) shall also r'espond to all further Staff 
requests, inciuding requests to obtain billing information from 
the billing agent, U.S Billing Inc. or other billing entities. 

4. As a condition of respOndent(s)' continuing authority 
to operate in California pending a final decision in this matter, 
starting On the fourth day after personal service of this order 
on respondent(s)' agent of service~ respondent(s) is/are 
prohibited from: 

a) submitting PIC changes to local exchange 
carriers within California; and 

b) transferring or selling customers. 

5. A hearing is set for April 23, 1996 at 9:00 A.M. at 505 
Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, solely to allow the respondent(s) 
an opportunity to present evidence that the PIC freeze and other 
requirements ordered in paragraph 4 are not warranted, and to 
show cause, if any, to modify or vacate ordering paragraph 4. 

6. All advice. letters submitted by respondent(s) after 
today will be consolidated. with this 011 for consideration. 

III 
III 
III 

17 
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~ 1. Texas Amtel and Telecare are ordered to provide the 

• 

• 

following information, submitted under penalty or perjury, 
~ithin 30 days of the effective date of this ordel': 

a) a list of all current California 
customers, listed by name and telephone 

- number, obtained through contractual 
relationships with Heartline; 

. 
b) a full accounting, by customer and 

telephone nUmber,.of all revenUes 
received from billings to customers 
obtained through contractual 
relationships with Heartline; and 

c) a full description of the carrier's 
current relationship with the 
respondent(s). 

8. Allnet communications services, wilTel Network 
Services, and Qwest Communications are ordered to provide, within 
30 days of the effective date of this~6rder, a ~escription of the 
procedures it has in place.to ens~re that it d~es not sell 
service for resale within California to carriers that are not 
licensed by this Commission to provide intrastate service. 

9. A prehearing conference shall be scheduled and held for 
the purpos.e of setting a schedule for the exchange of written 
testimony, determining which of the Staff's percipient and 
collaborative witnesses will need to testify, and addressing any 
discovery issues. 

The Staff will continue discovery and will continue to 
investigate the operations of the respondent(s) as there-are 
several important issues which it needs to finish investigating. 
Any additional infor~ation·which Staff wishes to advance as 
direct showing evidence in this investigatory p'i'oceeding shall be 
provided to the respondent(s) in advance of any hearings in 
accordance with the schedule directed. by the Administrative Law 
Judge. Staff will respond to discovery requests directed at 
Staff's prepared testimOny offered in this proceeding • 
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• At the first evidentiary hearing held in this 

• 

• 

investigatory proceeding, the respondent(s) shall submit 
testimony on the subject of whether a bond or some other 
collateral should be l'equired to assure funding t6 gua1'antee 
compliance with any orders which may ultimately be issued in 

. connection with this proceeding. 
The Executive Director shall cause the ordel.·, complete 

with the declarations submitted by Staff to support the PIC 
freeze ordered in ordering paragraph 4, to be personally served 
on the registered agent of service of the respondent(s). service 
on Heartline/TNT is deemed effective on all affiliated companies: 

The Prentice-Hall Corporation System, Inc. 
1455 Response Road, Suite 250 
sacramento, c~ 95815 

If personal service cannot be made on respondent(s), 
despite diligent efforts, then service may be made by mailing a 
copy by certified mail to respondent(s) at the addresses of . 
record . 

A copy of the order and declarations shall also be 
personally served on the counsel of record for the'respondent(s): 

GOODIN," MACBRIDE, SQUERI, SCHLOTZ & RITCHIE 
505 Sansome street, 9th Floor 
san Francisco, CA 94111 

A copy of this order shall also be sent by certified 
mail to the utilities ordered to provide information: 

Texas Amtel (Amtel Corp. Inc) 
Charles Fletcher, President 
1960 Post Oak Road 
Denton, TX 76205 

Roudebush CorrmlUnications (Telecare) 
Pam Marshall, Executive Vice President 
444 Lafayette Road 
Noblesville, IN 46060 
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Allnet Communi~ations Services, Inc. 
J. Scott Nicholls, Manager of Regulatory Affairs 
1990 M St~eet; Suite 500 
Washington D.C. 20036-4510 

WilTel Network Services 
Blaine Gilies, Regulatory Contact 
P.O. Box 21348 
1-10 28-11 
TUlsa, OK 7417~' 

Qwest Communications Corp. 
Peter R. Geddis,' Executive Vice· President 
1745 Old Springhou'se Lane, Suite 417 
Atlanta:, GA 30338 

This order is effective tOday. 
Dated April 10, 1996, in Sacramento, California 
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State of california 

ATTACHMENT 

Public Utilities Commdssion 
San Francisco 

DATA REQUEST 

Date 

To 

From 

. 
December 8, -1995 

Th<:xnas J. HacSride, Jr 
Regina M. Dekngelis 
GOODLIN, :O!AC9RIOF;, SQUERI, SCHLOTZ. &t R!'rC-tIE-
50S S~sorne st~eet, 9th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 9~111 

Hark Clairmont., InVestigator 
Safety and Enforce~enc Oivision 
5\)5 Van ~ess ~venue.· 20 
San F~ancisco, C\ 9~102 

Subject: ~.9~-09-025 - Heartline Cou~unications. !nc. 

Request No.: Rear~line - 001 Due. Date: Dece~e~ 22, 1995 

Please OrQVLOe the followinc information bv Dec~~er 22. 1995. 
~~ you are unable to meet this clUe cate. 91ease cal! either Mark 
Clairmont or Monica Hc~rary. 

Whac is Heart~ine's relationshio with Total Nation~l 
Telecommunications (TN?? !t ~~trecently ?urchased 
~earctine, piease provide the following ~nformation: 

a. ~hat percentage of Heartline did TNY purchase? 

b. Is rteartline st~tl a separate entity (i.e. a suhsidiary 
of TNT)? 

c. Does TNT own any other inte~exchange t~leohone 
-corporations? It Ves, nlease oroviae a llsc of the 
com9anies owned ana a list of the states eac~ cCffipany 
o~e!:"ates in. 

2 •• C ••• . ro.· 1 . Z • . ~ow many a~~~or~la c_~~zens are current y ce~ng prOVLoea 
• ••. -,. • .. • • ':l . , • • TN· ""' ( 1) ., !-ong ats~ance ce_e?none ser'-< lces oy .. earC.:..lne ana .L t • 

3. ?~ease prov~de c99tes at all tor~al ana intormal ccmolaincs 
~eceived, nac:onwide. bv Hear:line and TNT tor 1995. This 
should include corn9-lai'~c.s made ci~ec:.ly ~o :!earcU.p.e anc 'TNT 

------, 
_ ~eGUests throughout-this.aat~ ~eqUest for irtfo~atiOn on ~T 
assu~es·~h~~ TNT~has ourchased ~ear~~ine. It ~~-has not 
?urc!1aseu l-ieart:ltne. only informacion regarding :teareline-need be 
?t"ovidea . 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

and those made to state and federal regulatory agencies and 
ior~arded to Heartlineand.TNT. 

For each complaint p'rovided in response. to quest ion 3 above 
that is from a California customer complaining about having 
their long distance service switched withouc their 
auchorization, please provide the ,following: 

a. A list of the names, addresses and teleohone numbers of 
the complainants. • 

h. A copy of that customer's Letter of Authoriiation (LOA). 
If no LOA exists for a comolainant, olease orovide an 
exolanation as to whY the customer's·teleohone service 
was switched..· .-

c. All corresoondences made ·to and received from the 
customers concerning the complaints. 

Please orovide a list of ail market ina aaents Heartline and 
TNT used in t99S. - -

a. For each agent, please list all solicitation methoas 
used. 

h. please provide copies Of ~ll solicitation macerials used 
by these agents . 

If Heartline and'TNT solicit customers using their o~n 
employees, please desc~ibe the solicitacion ~ethod~ used and 
provide copies of all solicitation materials. 

7. Please explain Heart 1 ine' sand TN'r' s relationship with: 

a. TrooicTel 
h. r..:c-
c. "i'exas Ar.ttel 

a. Besides the regulatory actions taken against Heartline in 
Louisiana and Texas, haVe any additional state or federal 
regulatory actions been taken against heartline and TNT tor 
its marketing practices (this ~ould include actions tor 
switc:ting cllstome'rs' long distance car~!.er withouc 
aut.horizacionl. 

Please provide your- response to Mark Clairmont. If you ha'ie any 
~~estions concernino this reatiest, olease conLac~ Mark Clai~,onc at (~15) 7()3-2()70 or ~:onica :-!cCrary-at (415) 703-1288. 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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State of California Public Utilities Commission 
San Francisco 

DATA REQUEST 

Date : Decemher 20" 1995 

To : 'rhomas oJ. NacBride, Jr 

From 

Regina :-1. DeAngelis . 
GOODLIN. MACBRIDE, SQUBRI, SCHLOTZ. & RiTCHIE 
505 Sansone Street. 9th Floor 
San Francisco. c~ 94111 

:-!ark Clairmont. Invest igator 
Safety and Enforcement Division 
505 Van Ness· Avenue. 2D 
San F~ancisco, ~~ 94102 

subject: ,~. 94 -09-025 - Heart 1 ~rie Ccmmunications. Inc. 

Request ~o.: Heartline - 002 Due Date: January 3, :995 

please provi~e the following information by Sanuarv ), 1996. 
yOU are unable to meet this due date. olease call either Mark 
Clairmont or !-!onica McCrary, -

1. What is Heartline r s relationshio with Total Horia 
Telecorr~unications (TdT)? • 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

How many California citizens are currently receivi~g being 
provided long distance telephone services by TI~T? 

Please orovide eooies of all formal and informal eomolaints 
received, nationwide,- for ThT in 1995. This should include 
complaints made directly to TdT and those made to state and 
federal regulatory agencies and forwarded to TI~T. 

For each-complaint provided in response to question 3 above 
that- is from a california customer complaining about having 
their long distance service switc~ed withQut their 
auchorizatio~, please provide the tol~owing: 

n. The customer's name, aadress ana telephone number. 

O. A c09Y or that customer's Letter of. Authorization (LOA). 

c. 
I 

If no LOA exists tor a cornolainant, nlease orovice an 
explanation as to why the customer's'telephone se~ice 
was sWU:ched. 

Al: correspondences made to and received from the 
custome~s Concerning the complaints. 

I .-
5, Plea!je provide a list of. ali Qarketing agents used by TtiT i·n 

1995. - . 
I -

a. For each a.g{mt', _please 1 lst all solicitation methodS 
used ana proviae copies of all solicitation tnac.erials. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 
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If rdT solicits cuStomers using their own employees, olease 
aescribe the solicitation methods used and provide copies of 
all solicitation materials. 

Have any state or federal, regulatory actions been taken . 
against n~T for its ~arketing practices (this. would include 
actJons for, switching custocr.ers· long distance carrier 
without authorization)~ If Yes, please provide cooies of 
all filings associated with these actions. . 

Does Heartline proVide service unaerany,additionalnames 
besides TWT and ~NT? If yes, please answer questiOns 1 
through 7 for all of the named companies. 

Please provid.e your response' to :'!ark clairmont ',' I i you have any 
auestions concer~inG this reauest, oleQse contact Mark Clai~ont at (~!.S) 703-2070 or :O!onica MCCrari at '(41S) 703.12S8 . 

I 

I 

I 

I 

END OF ATTACBHENT 


